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2 firms
linked
to Ron
tax case
Biz web . . MIM, Polaris had offices in Ulysses House

IRISH OPS LEAKED
By BARRY MORAN

TWO firms linked to a multi-million euro
tax fraud involving Cristiano Ronaldo are
based in Dublin, it has emerged.
The Real Madrid star was last month
handed a two-year suspended jail sentence
and fined €18.8million after reaching a deal
with Spanish authorities over tax evasion.

Ronaldo admitted four charges of fraud meaning
under Spanish law he wouldn’t need to face any time
in jail. A new book — Football Leaks: Uncovering the
Dirty Deals behind the Beautiful Game — has shed
light on how the 33-year-old funnelled his fortune through Ireland.
Authors Rafael Buschmann and
Michael Wulzinger write: “Polaris
and MIM, both of which played
central roles in the offshore company constructs of football players,
were registered at Ulysses House,
the most expensive office building
in Dublin.”
The Irish Sun has learned that
both companies have moved office.
Ronaldo’s image rights are handled by Tollin Associates, based in Fined . . . Ronaldo
the British Virgin Islands tax haven.
Spanish prosecutors claimed it granted exploitation
of the rights to MIM with the aim of evading revenue
authorities.
Although Ronaldo agreed a settlement last month,
reports in Spain suggest such cases may not be over.
In 2017, Manchester United boss Jose Mourinho settled with Spain’s inland revenue over a €3.3million
tax fraud relating to image rights payments he
received when Real Madrid boss in 2011 and 2012.
But the Spanish ministry of finance, Gestha, is now
said to have asked tax chiefs to “reconsider the negotiated offer” and impose a bigger fine.
Gestha are believed to have asked tax chiefs to
“reconsider the negotiated offer to make sure that the
quoted tax frauds and fines aren’t less than the
administrative costs after reducing the prison sentences to 24 months”.

DEATH RAP KEPT

INDIA’S Supreme Court has upheld the death
penalty for three men convicted in the gang rape and
murder of a young woman in Delhi in 2012.
The three men — Pawan Gupta, Vinay Sharma and
Mukesh — had petitioned the Supreme Court to consider less severe punishment.
Reading a statement from the three-judge bench,
Justice Ashok Bhushan said: “There is no merit in
the petitions.” A fourth man did not make an appeal.
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CHARITIES IN FEAR

OF LOSING VITAL FUNDING
6It will always
be a massive
challenge for
our non-profit
organisation to
maintain the
work
we do7

By NICOLA BARDON

CHARITIES could soon
lose out on millions of
euro of donations from
the courts’ ‘poor box’
under new moves —
with
funds
instead
going to victims of
crime.
Currently each court
in the country has a
donation box where
the judge can, at
their
discretion,
impose a fine that
is given to a particular charity of their
choice.

This has been used to
donate to both local services and national charities
over the years.
The poor box is mainly
used in the District Courts
for crimes of a less serious
nature or which would not get
a sentence behind bars.
Or if it is someone’s first
time before the courts, the
judge may decide to give the
benefit of the doubt and
impose a poor box penalty
instead. Offences can range
from drunk and disorderly,
road traffic violations to minor
drug charges.
In 2016, just some of the
cases that were fined to
donate
to
the
poor
box
included Tesco Ireland for
selling cigarettes to someone
aged 17, a man who exposed
himself
to
a
McDonald’s
worker and a man who stole a
case of beer.
While some have called for
an end to the option of paying
their way out of an offence,
others have praised the idea
for giving a good cause funding out of a bad situation.
Now the Justice Minister
Charlie Flanagan has told the
Irish Sun he wants to replace
the poor box with a Reparation Fund — one central fund
that will instead pay out to
services for victims of crime
and others to stop reoffending.
The minister said: “This legislation will provide for a
transparent statutory Reparation Fund to replace the Court
Poor Box under which a court
may require an offender to
make a payment to be used for
a charitable purpose instead of
incurring a conviction.
“The new Reparation Fund
will be used to provide additional funding for services for
victims of crime and compensation payments payable by the
Criminal Injuries Compensation Tribunal. The fund, which
will apply only to minor
offences, will be ring-fenced
for the provision of compensation, reparation and assistance
for victims of crime.”
The legislation is still in the
drafting
stage
but
when
brought forward it will mean
there will be just one fund
and all monies collected will
be put into that. Judges will
also no longer be able to
decide what charity will benefit from the offender’s donation. Next month will see the
Courts Service release their
2017 poor box figures, but
between 2013 and 2016, more
than €6.9million was divided
between hundreds of charities.
In 2016 alone, the Capuchin
Day Centre in Dublin got the
highest amount from the poor
box with €57,585 going
towards their homeless
work.
The
Christian
Blind
Mission
received the second
biggest
amount
with €53,000.
And while other
well-known charities, such as the
Irish Heart Foundation,
Pieta
House
and the Peter
McVerry
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SIOBHAN
CARROLL
ACT for Meningitis

Boxed in . . . charities
have reacted cautiously
to Flanagan’s proposals

Trust, have also been big benefactors, it is the smaller charities who often rely on these
handouts from the courts to
keep themselves running.
Many of these do not receive
Government funding and rely
solely
on
fundraising
and
handouts like these to keep
going. Athlone’s Society for
Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals said they have
benefited
from
the
court poor box in their
local area every year
for over 15 years, with
amounts
varying
from €100 to €500
annually.
Welfare officer Billy
Gallagher called the
news
“worrying”
but said he
hopes the

Fund
plan . . . Flanagan

new rules will mean any animal cruelty cases will see
funds go to charities like
theirs. He said: “We rely on
court poor box funding to
help us pay our vet bills for
injured or sick animals in our
care.
“We have heard about this
law going to be changed for a
number of years and it is very
worrying to us. The judge
often hears cases of animal
neglect and cruelty and fines
the guilty person and this
money can go into the poor
box and we can use it to try
and make neglected animals’
lives better.”
Jean Young, of the Jack and
Jill Children’s Foundation, said
it is good news that victims’
charities will receive more but
that others should not be cut

off completely. Between 2013
and 2016, they received over
€60,000 from courts around
the country, including €6,250
from the Summons Office in
2013.
As a charity that looks after
children up to the age of five
with severe intellectual and
physical developmental delays,
as well as end of life care for
young children, every cent
counts.
She said: “Jack and Jill rely
on
fundraising.
We
need
€3.5million every year for our
service.
“We are open 365 days a
year and there is no waiting
list or no means test. Currently we have 360 children
who all have severe developmental delays and may not be
able to walk or talk, or may

6Every penny
does really
count and poor
box donations
have really
been important
to our
fund7
JEAN YOUNG
Jack & Jill Children’s
Foundation

6We rely on the
court poor box
funding to help
us pay our vet
bills for injured
or sick animals
in our
care7
BILLY
GALLAGHER
SPCA Athlone

THAT’S
POOR
FORM

be fed through a tube. We think
they do better at home so we supply home nurses and respite to
these 360 children. Our model is
very simple. All the money goes to
the patients — €16 means one hour
of nursing for a sick child from
birth to five years of age.
“Funding like this is a big deal
for us and that hour is needed by
the child and the parents who need
a break and the help and support.
“Every penny does really count
for us and the poor box donations
have been really important.”
ACT for Meningitis is a not-forprofit organisation based in Galway
which was set up in 2011 after the
death of Siobhan and Noel Carroll’s
daughter Aoibhe. She passed away
in 2008 when she was just four
from meningitis and the charity in
her honour receives no long-term
Government funding. Siobhan told

the Irish Sun: “We received €500 a
year for the last three years from
the court poor boxes.
“As we receive no long-term sustainable Government funding it will
always be a massive challenge for
our
non-profit
organisation
to
maintain the work we do so the
charity poor box is a vital service
for ACT for Meningitis.
“The money we receive goes back
into support services and national
meningitis awareness campaigns.
“Government
budget
restraints
has led to a high dependency on
community and corporate fundraising in a very competitive market.
“Our commitment to diversifying
fundraising streams coupled with
our dedication and passion has led
to strong and growing relationships
with our donors and partners
enabling us to continue to grow our
services as required. Minister Flan-

agan needs to keep the poor boxes
in place as small organisations such
as ourselves rely on all means of
support to continue our work and
this money makes a difference as
we continue to be committed to
those we meet every day who have
been affected by meningitis for as
long as they need support.”
And children’s charity Cliona’s
Foundation, which helps with the
non-medical costs for families of
children with life-limiting conditions, said “every cent matters”.
Spokesperson Phil Deegan added:
“This could include, but are not
limited to, parents accommodation,
travel and petrol costs, car parking,
food or specialised equipment.
“We are the only charity providing this type of support across a
range of life-limiting illnesses and
from birth to 16 years of age. We
receive no State funding so rely

solely on personal and corporate
donations and fundraising activities
and events.
“We have supported more than
525 families across 29 counties over
the past 11 years. We are only a
very recent recipient of poor box
monies — receiving €500 in 2016
and €750 in 2017.
“It is not a massive amount but
you will appreciate every cent matters for us. These contributions
would form part of a cheque that
would be sent out to our eligible
families. Naturally we would love
to be receiving a lot more.
“We can appreciate the criticism
the poor box has come under in
terms of it replacing other penalties
that should be applied and being
viewed as a very soft touch. However, the compromise may be to
have both working together — penalties applied along with donation.”

Funding help . . . poor box

Who gets
what from
the court
donations
ATHLONE: ALF Project (Athlone
Looking Forward) — €10,000
BALLINA: Garda Benevolent Trust
Fund — €450
BALLINASLOE: St Vincent de Paul
Society Loughrea — €1,145
BLANCHARDSTOWN: D15 Hospice Fund — €7,689.28
BRAY: Jack and Jill Foundation —
€3,250
CARLOW: St Vincent de Paul Carlow — €2,000
CARRICK-ON-SHANNON: Both
Scoil Naisiunta Naomh Padraig
and St Vincent de Paul Leitrim
received €500
CASTLEBAR: Mayo Mountain Rescue Team — €2,250
CAVAN: Termann Domestic Abuse
Service — €250
CHILDREN’S COURT: St Vincent
de Paul — €230
CIVIL OFFICE DUBLIN: Our Lady’s
Children Hospital — €6,000
CLONAKILTY: Both Bandon Tidy
Towns and Scoil Phobail Bheara
got €2,500
CLONMEL: Cuan Soar Women’s
Refuge — €15,000
CLOVERHILL: St Vincent de Paul
Clondalkin — €100
CORK: Cork Penny Dinners —
€20,950
CRIMINAL COURTS OF JUSTICE:
Capuchin Day Centre — €41,120
DONEGAL: Donegal Hospice —
€1,460
DUN LAOGHAIRE: Dun Laoghaire
Rathdown Outreach Programme
— €10,970
DUNDALK: North Louth Hospice
— €3,700
ENNIS: Bedford Row Family
Project — €30,000
GALWAY: Croi na Gaillimhe —
€3,000
KILKENNY: Loreto Secondary
School — €3,500
LETTERKENNY: Pieta House Donegal — €300
LIMERICK: Child and Family Solutions — €26,454.92
LONGFORD: Longford’s Women
Link — €12,000
MALLOW: Anchor Alcohol and
Drug Treatment Centre — €9,900
MONAGHAN: Castleblayney
Scout Group — €550
MULLINGAR: EYE Project — €12,150
NAAS: Both Temple St and Bubbles for Ciaran got €2,500
NENAGH & THURLES: Novas —
€1,000
PORTLAOISE: Medicins san Frontieres and Foroige — €4,000 each
ROSCOMMON: Trocaire — €200
SLIGO: St Vincent de Paul Sligo
— €2195.46
SUMMONS OFFICE DMD: Pieta
House — €16,775
SWORDS: Sacred Heart Primary
School Autism Unit — €4,300
TALLAGHT DMD: Animal Trust
Fund — €5,950
TRALEE: Both Christian Blind
Mission and Sightsavers International got €53,000 each
TRIM: Dogs in Distress — €1,000
TULLAMORE: Guardian Ad Litem
Maeve Drummey — €6,990
WATERFORD: Rosedale Residental Home and Retirement Village
and South East Simon Community — €4,000
WEXFORD: Cornmarket Project
and Garda Benevolent Trust Fund
— €1,150 each
YOUGHAL: Dungarvan Juvenile
GAA, Irish Pilgrimage Trust and
Treo each got €2,000
* Figures for 2016
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Plant: My
son tears

60 33 41 51 2
82 29 48 18 55
PLAY super Irish Sun Bingo this week for your chance to win the €1,000 prize.
Check the numbers above against those on your gamecard. Complete ONE full
grid of 15 numbers to win or share the jackpot. Claim details on card. It has
three grids a week for games to be played Saturday to Friday in the Irish Sun
over the coming months. You need to complete ONE full grid to win the
weekly prize.

LED
Zeppelin
legend
Robert Plant has revealed
that writing music “lets”
him cry in memory of
his late son.
Five-year-old
Karac
died from a stomach
virus in 1977 while Plant
was on a band tour.
The 70-year-old rock
frontman said: “I’ve written four songs about my
boy who passed away.
“It lets me cry. You
know, with pain like that,
it’s never gone.”

SINK YOUR WATCH
A pocket watch recovered from a Russian passenger on the Titanic has
sold for €50,000 at a
Dallas auction in the US.

FREEEE
(WORTH UP TO €26)

Get ready for a fin-tastic day out at
Sea Life Bray, only with
T&Cs apply. See thesun.ie/superdays. Token Collect 01/09/18 - 18/09/18

THRIVING
ONE YEAR
OLD

Boy, who was born at 26
weeks, suffered three
heart attacks, lung and
brain haemorrhages,
died for 23 minutes, had
sepsis twice, laser eye
surgery, necrotising
enterocolitis, a ruptured
stomach wound after one
of four bowel operations,
14 blood transfusions, a
broken hip, numerous
respiratory arrests,
cellulitis and a heart
operation

Freddie enjoying life out
of hospital with mum
Eimear and dad Eoin

NEWBORN
At just 26 weeks
By NICOLA BARDON

But here he is now thriving
and smiling after reaching his
first birthday.

TICKETS

START
COLLECTING
THIS SATURDAY
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AMAZING TALE OF COUNTRY’S TOUGHEST TODDLER

BABY Freddie Campbell
suffered a lung and brain
haemorrhage, three cardiac arrests and died for
23 minutes after being
born at 26 weeks.

GET TWO
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The
adorable
youngster
has
astounded doctors in Dublin’s Holles
Street Hospital as well as parents
Eoin and Eimear Halpenny after
battling through most of his life.
The mum and dad were told many
times there was a chance Freddie
could die, and their families were
called in to say goodbye six times.
He had multiple surgeries and
spent the first nine months between
St Vincent’s Hospital, Holles Street
and Crumlin, weighing the same
amount as an iPhone.
Freddie couldn’t even be held for
four months and his parents had no
idea what he looked like.
Eimear knew it was a high-risk
pregnancy but it was a shock when
he arrived so early.
She said: “I have my own health
issues and I had to have my bowel
taken out six years ago. I have a
stoma bag and as a result of that,
when I did get pregnant, they told
me I would be high-risk but they
never said I would go at 26 weeks.
“At 21 weeks we got a scare and
my stomach kinked and I was in
hospital for a week but thankfully it
fixed itself. But then I got so ill that
I needed life-saving surgery and this
brought his birth on unfortunately.
“On the Friday I was in Vincent’s,
I started getting contractions in the
recovery room when I came out of
surgery so they put me in an ambulance over to Holles Street but then
the contractions stopped so they
brought me back to Vincent’s.
“And then on Sunday it happened
again and I gave birth 40 minutes
later in St Vincent’s — he was the
first baby to be born there ever.”
But unlike most births where the
mother can hold her child straightaway, Freddie was rushed to Holles
Street, and Eimear wasn’t able to
hold her first son for over four
months. She also contracted sepsis
meaning she had to fight for her
own life and was left in St Vincent’s
for two-and-a-half weeks.
While there, Freddie seemed fine
for the first four days, before he suffered a lung haemorrhage.
Eimear said: “That was the start of
all of his problems. It meant he
stayed on life support for five
months, he couldn’t breathe. And
then everything just kept happening
after that — his bowel burst and his
stomach swelled up so much that it
cut off his diaphragm and he had
three cardiac arrests, one in which
he didn’t function on any machine.
He essentially died for 23 minutes.
“Then he had a brain haemorrhage, he had surgeries on his
bowel, he had open heart surgery,
he had laser eye surgery — he had
millions of things.”
While this was happening Eimear
was across the city recovering, so
doctors hooked a camera over his
incubator so she could see him on
an app on her phone.
Eimear was eventually able to join
Eoin by Freddie’s incubator in ICU
1, where the country’s sickest babies
are held. She said: “The first time
they tried to let me hold him, they

FREDDIE’S
A TOT-AL
SURVIVOR
took him out of the incubator and
he was only 980g so he was the size
of an iPhone. They put him onto my
chest and they had to take out his
life-support tube because it got
blocked.”
She added: “But they were so good
and let us have a look to see what
he looked like.”
Doctors couldn’t tell if Freddie
would ever be OK, but Eimear said
they just kept powering through.
She said: “He wasn’t responding to
antibiotics at all so he was really
dodgy for a few weeks and the focus
was on that. This is what they used
to say, ‘Do I think Freddie’s going to

survive? It’s a 50 per cent chance.
“‘Do I think he’ll have long-term
damage? It’s a 100 per cent chance
of long-term damage.’
“When you go through it you go
through it, you don’t take heed of
actually everything that is happening
and it is stacking up and stacking
up. You just switch on to robot
mode and just get through it.
“But when you list it all out, it’s
insane what he went through.
“What made it harder was there
was seven other babies in the room
and you’d look around and all the
other parents and mammies were
holding their children. Four of us had

quite a long journey together, we
stuck together, but there was a lot of
people that came and went.” But
Freddie faced even more hurdles.
Eimear explained: “Then he got
sepsis-blood poisoning and at that
stage the family were called again,
and then they told us they had broken his hip and they didn’t know
how — it was a nightmare.”
Eimear
and
Eoin
were
so
impressed with Holles Street that
they set up a fundraiser, Walk an
Hour for Premmie Power, to raise
money for the hospital’s premature
unit. Teams took it in turn to walk
an hour over a 24-hour period. At

last count they raised €47,779, which
has helped fund a travel incubator
to bring sick babies between the two
children’s hospitals. And Eimear said
they owe everything to the doctors
and nurses there, as they are finally
home with Freddie and looking to
the future.
Eimear said: “Because of the brain
haemorrhage they don’t know how
he will be development-wise, if he
will walk or talk. He’s in ‘early
intervention’ and they give him
physio and speech and language.
“I only feel like a mother and we
only feel like parents in the last four
or five months. Because when you

can’t get to touch your child and you
can’t get to bond with your child at
all you just stand at the side of the
incubator and think is that your
baby at all? He’s doing really well,
he’s a bit behind, he won’t sit up
and stand but he’ll do that all in his
own time.
“You have him in the wild chair
and you put toys in front of him
and he just looks at you and throws
them on the ground and laughs. It’s
great that he has a little personality
and he’s so alert. I don’t mind if he’s
a little bold.”
l TO donate to the family’s Premmie Power fundraiser visit justgiving.com/fundraising/eimear-halpenny.

11 WEEKS
Picture of Freddie taken
on the same day that he
suffered two heart attacks
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HOODED
MANIAC
STABS
4
Hunt for knife nut
A HOODED knifeman stabbed four
people from behind in a 15-hour spree
of random street attacks.
One woman was fighting for life last night
and a man has been left with potentially
life-changing injuries.
All four victims were believed to have been

walking alone and were
knifed without warning.
Police warned residents to “stay vigilant”
after the attacks, all
within a quarter-of-amile radius in Edmonton, north London.
Officers
said
they
believe the stabbings are
not terrorism-related.
They
think
the
attacker is acting alone
and mental health issues
may be a factor.
The first attack was
on a 45-year-old woman
in Aberdeen Road at
7.02pm on Saturday.
She remained in a
critical condition in hospital last night.
The second victim was
stabbed at 12.15am yesterday in Park Avenue
and remains in hospital.
However, his condition
is not believed to be
life threatening.
A 23-year-old is in a
stable
condition
after

By RACHEL DALE

being knifed in Silver
Street at 3.55am before
staggering to Seven Sisters Tube Station.
Then at 9.43am a
man was stabbed in
Brettenham Road and
suffered potentially lifechanging injuries.
The
knifeman
was
described
as
a
tall,
skinny,
black
man,
wearing a hood and
dark clothing.
Det Chief Insp Stuart
Smillie said: “The four
victims are all from different backgrounds and
appear to have been
selected at random.”
Police
yesterday
arrested two men on
suspicion of GBH, one
in
the
street
then
another, in his 40s, at a
nearby
residential
address.
They
said
inquiries are continuing.
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VILLAGERS TO RESCUE

OF FAMILY HIT BY HOUSE FIRE

BLAZE HORROR

Beautiful home ruined by chimney fire

We are
going to
rebuild your
house in
no time

EXCLUSIVE by NICOLA BARDON

A TD who got volunteers to
rebuild an uninsured couple’s
home after it was burnt to
the ground, told them: “We’ll
show these f***ers in Dublin
how it’s done.”

Delighted family . .
Melanie, Jeremy and son
Finn with pic of cottage.
Top right, Jeremy and TD

A chimney fire at Jeremy and
Melanie Zanni’s thatched cottage
in Fartown, Glenamaddy, in Co
Galway last month left them
without a home.

GETTING STUCK IN

But a team of locals led by TD
TD Fitzmaurice was up in digger to help out with brilliant building works
Michael Fitzmaurice stepped in to
rebuild the couple’s pad from scratch
in less than three weeks.
And French man Jeremy said: “It’s a
beautiful story — it restored my faith
in humanity big time.”
Jeremy told the Irish Sun: “It had a
thatch roof, which was 300-years-old
or more, and we had a chimney fire
on the Friday night. The firemen did
their jobs, the chimney was quenched.
“We left it at that, we went to
bed, and in the morning when I got
up to go feed the chickens, I looked
at the roof, and there was smoke
coming out of it and when I touched
inside, it was on fire in between the
ceiling and the roof.
“If it had happened two or three
hours earlier, we would have been still
fast asleep, we could have died, we
were lucky.”
Local Roscommon-Galway Independent Deputy Fitzmaurice then made
them an incredible offer to sort out
their sudden housing crisis.
Tradesmen and locals did an amazing job
Jeremy, dad to Finn, nine, said: “It
could have been awful until Michael
stepped onside and turned it into a
beautiful story. It was while the cottage was still burning and I was still
firefighting so I didn’t even pay any
notice, it was surreal.
“But Michael stepped in and said,
‘We’ll show those f***ers in Dublin
how it’s done. We’re going to rebuild
your house in no time, this is how we
do it in the West.’ It was surreal.”
Living a fairly simple life, Jeremy
cooks bread small-scale, while Melanie
works a few days in Galway.
And because of the traditional
thatch on the roof, the couple were
priced out of home insurance.
TD Michael had heard about the
fire from a neighbour and got straight
to work. He told us: “I drove up
to the house that day and they were
distressed, as you would be, and I
Melanie, Fergus Hegarty, Jeremy, TD
said to them, ‘We’ll put people
Michael, Tommy Burke, Paddy Joyce,
together that will put your life back
together again.’”
Daithi Naughton and Finn Zanni
Within
hours,
Michael
had
rounded up locals to rebuild the
been up there for an hour or two. The
home from scratch.
other night, I called up at 11 o’clock
He said: “We got local guys
and the guys were just finishing.
who would be in the build“I’m organising all the different
ing game and retired guys
bits and I’m not saying it’s the
voluntary and we went to
biggest project in the world but
different building suppliers
it was great to see a local comand companies and we
munity, what they’ve done for
got most of it sponsored
people. There’s a lot of talk
by
people.
We
put
about rural Ireland and how
in
the
raft
three
they deal with people from
weeks
ago
today
different nationalities, but
and the block layers
this will show you what
came and done it
Jeremy thanks
these people have done in
voluntary and the
worker
Tommy
a local area to help peoroofers did it volunple that were in distress.
tary and the plas“There’s no point in sayterers are the same.
ing it — but if that wasn’t
“I have been up
done, I don’t know what
on the roof helping
would have happened because
the guys and there
they had nowhere to turn and
has been many a
their families are in France.”
night
where
I’ve
He added: “Look, it’s not me, I
gotten home and

COTTAGE INDUSTRY

LOCALS UNITED

BUILDING
SUPPORT

They have rebuilt our
home and restored
my faith in humanity
might be organising it but these are
people who have gone and given their
time voluntary and the businesses
who
have
given
their
materials
voluntary, it’s heartening to see what
can be done in a few weeks when
people get involved.”
Michael said it shows Housing
Minister Eoghan Murphy that homes
can be built in a matter of weeks.
Michael said: “I don’t know why we
are huffing and puffing about building a lock of houses.
“If you go back on my Dail speech
on housing, I don’t accept at all this
craic — to build a house isn’t complicated. It’s what we make complicated
with paperwork and bulls***.
“I built my own house 20 years ago
in six weeks and it’s bigger than this
one. I believe if you put your team
together, coordinate it properly, line it
up, where there’s a will there’s a

way.” He added: “We worked every
day, there was no such thing as a day
off. I’m in Dublin a few days a week,
but I was up in the digger myself
digging it out when I was home.
“I done it one morning in the digger before I went to Dublin for the
Dail. My young buck drove the digger
there and I jumped up and got
involved. I am not one to go harping
on about it and not do it.
“The lads weren’t doing it for the
pictures and the stories, they were
doing it to help.
“And I’ll tell you what it has done,
it has shown a great comradeship in
an area and a willingness to help
people,
which
is
great
because
nowadays you get no one nearly
talking to each other and here you
had everyone helping.”
Delighted Jeremy, right with Melanie, said: “We lost our house and

people rallied together and stopped
in their tracks to help a neighbour
in need like superheroes. And afterwards they will put their capes and
their masks back in their pocket
and go back to their normal farming
or building daily life, as if nothing
ever happened. I have said thanks a
100 times and they look at the building and say it’s grand, it’s mighty.
“It restored my faith in humanity
big time. It’s incredible. Five minutes
on site and you understand how crazy
the whole thing is.
“Something is looking out for us.
I’m not religious or superstitious or
spiritual but I’m starting to be after
what is happening, there is a higher
force at stake.”
And he said they are already planning a bash when they get into the
house in a few days. He said: “The
thank you party is going to be the

biggest party Fartown has ever seen
because there are so many people to
say thank you to.
“All them tradesmen, a good third
of them Michael brought out of
retirement, the roofer, the plasterer is 75 years old and works
out of goodwill, and they work
as if they are 20-years-old.
“And the craic on site, I’ve
never heard so many good
puns and bad puns and jokes,
you don’t want to be sensitive
or easily offended on site
because the craic is mighty.
It’s all done in good humour.
“These are friends for life,
we will never be able thank
them enough but the only
thing we know they won’t
refuse is a good feed and a
good drinking session, this I
know they will accept.”
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